Operating your Multi-Color Wireless RF Key Fob Remote
The LOCK button (upper left) is used to
select a desired effect. There are 7
different effects you can select by simply
pressing the button. Within each of these
settings, the UNLOCK (upper right) and
LIGHTNING BOLT (bottom left) control
speed, color and/or brightness of the
effect. The BELL button (bottom right)
always turns your lights off.
- Press the LOCK button once to turn ON
the first color. In this “on” mode you can
change the displayed color by pressing
the UNLOCK button.
You can also dim the LEDs by pressing
the LIGHTENING BOLT. After five clicks,
it will revert to the brightest setting.
- Press the LOCK button a second time to make a selected color FLASH. Press the UNLOCK button to change
colors and the LIGHTENING BOLT to control speed of the flashing. Each press of the LIGHTENING BOLT will
slow the flash.
- Press the LOCK button a third time to SWITCH COLORS AUTOMATICALLY. In this mode the LIGHTENING
BOLT controls the speed of the switch and the UNLOCK button the brightness. The LEDs will dim with each press
of the UNLOCK, resetting to full brightness on the fifth click.
- Pressing the LOCK button a fourth time activates BREATHING MODE. This mode cause the LEDs the
simultaneously brighten and dim, as if they were breathing. They automatically change colors with each “breath.”
In this mode, the LIGHTENING BOLT controls speed and UNLOCK is inactive.
- The fifth time you press the LOCK button you’ll activate STROBE MODE. The LIGHTENING BOLT will change
the pattern of the strobe and UNLOCK will change the color.
- On the sixth press of the LOCK button you’ll enter COLOR CHANGING STROBE MODE. The LIGHTENING
BOLT changes the strobe pattern and UNLOCK is inactive.
- Pressing the LOCK button a seventh time activates COLOR BLENDING MODE. The colors continuously change
in this mode. Control the speed of blending with UNLOCK.
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